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Add Character to your Entryway with Spotlights™ Doorglass
Authentic Design for Architecture Enthusiasts
ZEELAND, Mich. – February 4, 2014 – ODL, Inc., a leading building products supplier of decorative
and clear doorglass and entry treatments, has launched its line of Spotlights™ doorglass, adding to
its extensive doorglass collection.
“ODL is committed to meeting the design needs of builders and homeowners alike,” says Roger
Finch, senior distributor channel marketing manager, ODL USA. “In fulfilling those needs, we’ve
realized the importance of evolving over time, while embracing individual architectural
styles. The new Spotlights collection does just that, by combining the growing trend for
renovations, remodels and sustainability with authentic design.”

Finch explains that the Spotlights collection was created to enhance the unique style of
existing homes, whether it be Georgian Revival, Mid-Century Ranch,
Dutch Colonial, Bungalow or even Contemporary. As more homeowners
opt to renovate their homes, Spotlights designs help them stay true to their roots, while
still enhancing curb appeal. The white, low profile PVC frame assists in this process as
it can be painted to match any preferred color.
The Spotlights collection is comprised of three specific doorglass sizes – 7.5 inches by
7.5 inches, 12 inches by 12 inches and 22 inches by 3.5 inches. Additionally, each size is available in
any of the four glass options – chain link, cubed, frosted and clear. Configuration possibilities are
endless, as both horizontal and vertical arrangements are available, in addition to varying options for
quantity and orientation. Furthermore, both size and glass option can be mixed and matched to
complement various home aesthetics ranging from those built in the 1920s to today.

The four glass options provide unlimited door customization possibilities based on
individual tastes and preferences, and offer a range of privacy levels. Chain link glass
(pictured above left), cubed glass (pictured above right) and frosted glass (pictured
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left) allow for heightened privacy, while clear glass (pictured below right) provides complete
transparency for residents. No matter which style is chosen, this doorglass collection is sure to meet
any homeowner’s design requirements.

Not only does Spotlights doorglass upgrade the style of existing homes, its insulated
glass and well-constructed frame units also make it an extremely energy-efficient
choice. And because builders and homeowners can vary their choices in style, shape
and size, pricing is particularly flexible.
For more information about these designs and ODL’s complete collection of clear and
decorative doorglass, visit www.ODL.com.

###
About ODL, Inc.
With corporate headquarters in Zeeland, Mich., ODL was founded in 1945. Some 69 years later, the company manufactures a
variety of products including decorative and clear doorglass, enclosed blinds, retractable screens, tubular skylights and the TriSYS®
door frame — all products designed to build value into the home. ODL is an ENERGY STAR® partner, and ODL glass products can
be used in doors to help meet ENERGY STAR criteria across the country. Products are manufactured or distributed in Zeeland;
Atlanta; Dallas; Reno, Nev.; Allentown, Pa.; Matamoros, Mexico; Toronto and Calgary, Canada; and the United Kingdom. ODL
products are sold through building material dealers and home center retailers nationwide.
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